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Roots of Rhythm World Drumming Teacher Workshop 2006
Lesson Plan for Chapter 7

Title Lakota Drum Evaluation							 Renee Stupka  											 7/12/2006
				                             				 Willowick, Ohio
Grade Category 6th 

Lesson Time 50 minutes 

Goals 
By the end of this lesson, students will have demonstrated the use of the Lakota drum and performed vocally as well as instrumentally.

Objectives 
Students will be able to demonstrate Native American vocables, Lakota drum techniques, and appreciation for the Lakota traditions. 

Content Standards 
1. Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture.

Materials
1. Student created Lakota drums made without any feather decorations.
2. "Roots of Rhythms" companion CD #58
3."Root of Rhythm" curriculum p. 45-50.
4. Two bags of colored feathers for decoration.
5. Rolls of clear plastic tape.

Student Skill Level 
This is an evaluation lesson. The "Roots of Rhythm" curriculum could have been used prior to this to teach a unit about the Lakota tribe. Introductory lessons should cover the traditions of the Lakota and the geography. Students will need to have created their Lakota Drum, learned and practiced vocables, and been instructed in Lakota heel toe dancing. This is all covered in the "Roots of Rhythm" curriculum pp. 45-50.

Procedure 
1. Review with students the four Lakota drum beats of a regular beat, honor/parade beat, two beat/round dance, and rolling beat. These beats are in the "Roots of Rhythm" currculum p. 50. The students can echo as the teacher demonstrates.  

2. Review with the students the Lakota use of vocables. Use "Roots of Rhythm" companion c.d. track #59 to listen and then join to practice vocables.

3. Review with students the heel toe dancing of the Lakotas. Practice first without music and then use track #59 again to practice the dance with accompaniment.

4. Explain to the students that they are going to evaluated on rhythms, vocables, and dancing. First, music will be played and they will be asked to match the rhythm of the drum. If they participate with the correct beat and respectfully, they will receive a feather from the bag of colored feathers. Second, music will be played and they will be asked to create vocables as they listen. If they participate with the correct vocal sounds and respectfulness, they will receive another feather. Next, music will be played and they will be asked to dance in the heel toe pattern. If they participate with the correct dance and respectfully, they will receive a third feather. Finally, music will be played and they will be asked to match the rhythm of the drum while singing vocables and dancing.  If they participate with the correct beat, vocables, dancing and respect, they will receive a fourth feather. A fifth feather can be earned by telling me a fact about the Lakota tribe; something that was discussed in earlier lessons but was not used in this lesson. 

5. Write these five expectations on the board or, if needed, use a half sheet of paper to copy them and hand them out to students. 

6. Explain to students that their grade will be determined by the amount of feathers they have earned. The grading scale would be: A= All five feathers, B= 4 feathers, C= 3 feathers, D= 2 feathers, F= 0-1 feather. This needs to be explained to students prior to the evaluation so they can understand what they are expected to do.

7. Use the "Roots of Rhythm" companion CD #58 to evaluate. At the first playing, students should listen for the drum beat and match it. While the song is playing, place feathers in front of those students who have earned them. The second playing will be evaluative of the vocables. Students who are singing receive feathers. Repeat the song again for the dancing and pass out feathers to those who participate respectfully. The final time through is when students are asked to perform all three actions of beating, singing, and dancing combined. Students who are not well coordinated should still receive a feather as long they are trying and being respectful. 

8. Explain to students that you will pass out tape to groups so that students can start taping their feathers and decorating their drums. 

9. Call students individually so that they can tell a fact about the Lakota tribe. Students who complete this will receive their fifth feather. Record their grade.

10. Students can use left over feathers to add more decoration to their drums.

Student Product 
The completed decorated drum can be taken home and displayed. Students will also have performed a Lakota dance. 

Assessment 
This is a visual and auditory evaluation. The grading scale is as follows:  A= All five feathers, B= 4 feathers, C= 3 feathers, D= 2 feathers, F= 0-1 feather. 

Reflection 
At the beginning of this unit, it might be helpful to have students sign a contract which states the expectations for the unit and how it will be assessed. The contract would be a full page. The top half would list the grading criteria for the students’ records. The bottom half would contain the same information as well as a sentence stating that the criteria is understood. The contract would be reviewed in the first lesson, signed, and the bottom half would be kept by the teacher. After this evaluation, the bottom half of the contract would be returned to the student with the grade recorded. Another option is to only allow students with five feathers to be able to add left over feathers to their drums. This is a good unit to start in November. It could finish before the Thanksgiving break.

Resources 
1. "Roots of Rhythm" companion CD #58

2. "Roots of Rhythm" curriculum pp. 45-50.


